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The conventional canonical treatment, of constrained systems [1]
deals with the constraints which follow only from the initial sin-
gular Lagrangian. However, there are problems where the La-
grange constraints are introduced 'by hand' in addition to the
initial Lagrangian or when from the very beginning of the Hamil-
tonization procedure, some of the constraints that follow from the
Lagrange function, are taken into account manifestly. For exam-
ple, the Lorentz gauge in electrodynamics cannot be canonically
implemented [2]. The purpose of this note is to show that such
"noncanonical" constraints can be implemented by the Berezin al-
gorithm [3]. The algorithm provides a unified consideration of the
singular Lagrangians and nonsingular ones with constraints that
depend on velocities and time:

¥>a(q,q,t) = 0, q = (quq2, • • - , ? „ ) , a = 1 , 2 , . . . , m, m < n. (1)

Let us consider the Lagrangian L(q,q,t) and the set of the
Lagrangian constraints (1). The relevant extended (generalized)
Lagrangian reads

m

£(<?> q-i t) = L(q, q, t) + VJ Aa(t)ya(5, q, t) (2)
a=l



where Aa are the Lagrange multipliers. All the constraints to be
considered depend explicitly on velocities <?;. When among them,
there exists the equation (p(q,t) — 0, we replace it, after differen-
tiating with respect to time, by the equivalent equation

2-^i F)n^ f)i
(3)

i = l

Now, let us introduce the extended momenta for the Lagrangian
function (2)

dC
(4)

a = l

Berezin [3] has assumed that the velocities <fr and the Lagrange
multipliers Xa(t) can be expressed uniquely in terms of qi and pi
by resolving the constraints (1) together with Eqs. (4). In this case,
the variational problem is said to be a nondegenerate (nonsingular)
one. On the contrary, the requirement of the initial Lagrangian
being nonsingular

det
82L

(5)

becomes superfluous. In the following, only the dynamic sys-
tems that satisfy the Berezin assumption will be considered. The
method does not lead to the reduction of degrees of freedom of
the systems in the phase space. However, the transition to the
canonical momenta p, corresponing to the initial Lagrangian L
takes place if

\a(p,q,t)L = = 0 . (6)



It will lead to the primary Hamiltonian constraints in this ap-
proach. As an illustration, we apply the Berezin method to a
number of constrained Lagrangian systems.

1. The Lagrangian linear in velocities [3, 4, 5]

(7)

Since the Lagrangian (7) is singular, and all the equations of mo-
tion

become first-order equations, the extended Lagrangian acquires
the form

and the extended momenta read

It is possible to resolve Eqs. (8) with respect to <&, because there
exists the inverse matrix f^1 such that

Also, resolution of (10) with respect to A; gives us



Taking into account that C in (9) on the surface of constraints has
the form

we find that

n = J>?.- -c=Y,Ui- Pi)tfjr + v(q). (13)

Going over to the canonical momenta p, from (6) and (12), we
obtain the primary Hamiltonian constraints (invariant relations)

A^=p = O=>j* = /,-(</)• (14)

The kinetic term in (13) is linear in p, thus, 7i is singular. There-
fore, again there is no Legendre transformation from 7i to C be-
cause the relations

do not contain p. However, with the help of the Berezin algo-
rithm, the system (13), (14) can be transformed into the initial
Lagrangian system. Indeed, we derive the extended Hamiltonian
in the form

nexi = n

Thus, we arrive at the system of equations

and can construct the Lagrangian

n n

= 5>& - next = E hfte) -
i=\ i=l



Going over to the generalized velocities q —> q via the equation
lJ-i\~q-q = 0, from (13) we once again obtain the Lagrangian con-
straints (11). 2. Relativistic point particle L = —rnf y/x2{r)dT [6].

If the parameter r is chosen as the proper time, the Lagrangian
constraint is x1 = c1 = constant. The density of the extended
Lagrangian for this system takes the form

(17)

(18)

As before, we use equations (18) and the above constraint to find
A and iM

\ = XJL •!! i =c-^-. (19)
cm

As a result, we arrive at the Hamiltonian in the following form
(taking into account that on the constraint shell, C = —me):

U = -p" i M -£ = c(m - y/fP). (20)

Turning to the canonical momenta A|p—p = 0, from (19), we get
the Hamiltonian constraint

yfp^ = m. (21)

The Hamiltonian equations for (20) coincide with the Lagrangian
ones:

On, p^L Pn . O.rL

^ &P'C y/jP r n ' ' ^xfC

The obtained Hamiltonian (20), as well as the Lagrangian, is sin-
gular, but applying the same algorithm, it is possible to restore
the initial Lagrangian system:

f-( = c(m — y/}P) + fi(m — y/jP) =$• x^ = (c ' ••"* ' '



Adding the constraint (21) to this system, we obtain

Finally,

£ — — pM£ — 7i = —my x , ytt|j=i. = 0 =>• v i 2 = c.

3. Relativistic particle with the gauge x° = Vr/m.
Differentiating this gauge with respect to time i° = V/m and

substituting it into the extended Lagrangian, we obtain

C = -my(i°)2 - x2 - Am(i° - V/m), (22)

( 2 3 )

Applying once more the condition x° = V/m, we have

V mx
Po = • = + Am, p =

. / T> m\2 _ <r2- x2 y/{V/mf - x2'

Hence, it follows that

m

The Hamiltonian reads

(24)

V
W = -p o i ° + px - £ = — ( v V + m2 - po). (25)

Going over to the canonical momentum po by means of A|po=Po = 0,
we derive the Hamiltonian constraint po = \ / p 2 + m2. Then, the
Hamiltonian equations are as follows:

. 0 _ _ d f t _ 7 > . OH _ V p
X ~ Q ~ m ; X ~ a p o ~ m A / p 2 + Tn2'



Po = ^-5 = 0, p = - — = 0.
OX° OX

4 . Relat ivist ic string in the or thonormal gauge [7]:

L = -jy/(xx')2 - x2x'2, x2 + x'2 = 0, (ix#) = 0. (26)

The extended Lagrangian in this case reads

and taking account of the constraints we get for extended momenta

M̂ = - ^IT = (7 + Ai )iM + X2x' (27)

Projec t ing this onto rr'M and using the const ra in ts , we find t h a t
(fix') = A2cc'2, and then ,

Squar ing (27), we obta in

— x
7T-- (29)

Given Ai and A2, we can express x^ in terms of x'M and p^ as
follows:

X>1~ y/(px')2 - p V 2 '

which satisfies the constra ints identically. As a resul t , t h e Hamil-
tonian for the string assumes the form

H = -p*liM - £ = - V(P^')2 - P2z'2 - 7 ̂ '2- (30)

Going over to the canonical momenta p^ according to formula (6),
we arrive at the Hamiltonian constraints

0, p2 + 7 V 2 = 0. (31)



On the surface of these Hamiltonian constraints, Ti = 0, the canon-
ical equations are as follows:

dH p - xi2
Pli

• = _ A f^£\ = JL
Pli da \dz'») da ')2 - p2xK2~/2

Taking account of constraints (31), we can rewrite these equations
in the form

The Hamiltonian (30) is singular det
Berezin algorithm, we can pass to the initia

= 0. But using the
Lagrangian L and

constraints (26). Indeed, the extended Hamiltonian is of the form

tLP
2 + 7 V 2 ) -next = - - 1X>2 -

from which and the subsidiary conditions we find

^ - a T ="f 1(1 + A'OJV + Mâ u) = ^ {%x') = V2X'2, (32)Op"

x = _ (
n , (ix')l\2

—x
and therefore, from (32), we get

Pv. = 7
(x'x)x' — x'2x

\l(x'x)2 — x'2x

Finally, we obtain

L = -p^ - Hext=-y y{x'x)2 - x'2x



fii\i=i = 0 = > ( i i ' ) = 0, x2 + a:'2 = 0.

5. Electromagnetic field with the Lorentz gauge <9M/4M = 0 [8].
The extended Lagrangian with an external source j " is of the

form
l

This gives the time component of the extended momenta 7To as
follows

7ro = — ^ - = A. (33)
8A° {

For the space component TT, we derive the canonical expression

* = H = A + V^°. (34)

According to the Berezin algorithm, adding the Lorentz gauge

A0 - - ( V A ) (35)

to these equations, resolving the velocities A^ and the multiplier
A in terms of A11 and n'\ we obtain

A = 7r°, A = ir - V/ l° , A0 = - ( V A ) . (36)

Now, one can construct the Hamiltonian

H = TT°(VA) + 1-(TT2 + (rot A)2) - (wV A°)+UA".

It. gives the canonical equations

coinciding with (34) and (35). Also, for the momenta, we get

A d on . .„ .
- Lr d^did + ( V )



^a(^j (37)

And for the components of x)l and A'1, we have

r j + Vj"; d%° = 0. (38)

After the transition Aĵ o=7ro = 0, from (36), we obtain 7r° = 0, and
all the equations (37) and (38) are cast into the correct equations
of electrodynamics in the Lorentz gauge.

To conclude, we note that contrary to the Dirac approach,
the suggested algorithm allows unique construction of the Hamil-
ton formalism for constrained Lagrangian systems with constraints
that depend on velocities and, in the general case, do not depend
on the Lagrangian form.
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